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JCM Global Helps Tribal Operators Succeed at OIGA
PromoNet® 2.0, FUZION™ Technology, PixelPro™ Displays Lead JCM’s Exhibit in Booth #307
LAS VEGAS (July 10, 2017) – JCM Global’s award-winning portfolio of transaction products are field-proven to help
tribal operators increase security and profitability. Now at OIGA 2017, JCM will display a new wave of incredible
innovations designed to help tribal enterprises make deeper customer connections.
JCM will be in booth #307 at OIGA, where the company will show:
• The PromoNet® 2.0 floor-wide promotional couponing system that delivers the right promotion to the right
guest at the right time
• The transformative FUZION™ technology, which, when combined with JCM’s iVIZION® bill validator and
GEN5™ printer, has the potential to turn each slot machine into a multi-line profit center
• PixelPro™ displays that unleash operators’ video creativity with Cube formations, FLEX panels, and Max
displays that allow operators to place incredible displays anywhere they can imagine them
JCM will also show the industry’s most sophisticated transaction products, including the iVIZION and UBA® bill
validators; the GEN2 Universal™ and GEN5 thermal printers; and the ICB® Intelligent Cash Box, which has been
proven to save Oklahoma tribal operators millions of dollars in operating expenses since its market release.
Speaking of JCM’s ICB, FireLake Casino General Manager Linda Canada recently said, “In the last 10 years, with
ICB we’ve saved about $1.2 million in operating costs, and we’ve added untold amounts of dollars from revenues
that would have otherwise been lost in the drop process.”
Visit JCM in booth #307 at OIGA, online at www.jcmglobal.com, and join JCM on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and integrators
on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-breaking peripheral
transaction components, innovate digital media hardware and the systems to tie them together. For more information,
visit www.jcmglobal.com.
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